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WHO WE ARE

 RESTAURANT “I DUE LEONI”

 LOUNGE BAR

 4 MEETING ROOMS

 WELLNESS CENTER

 GYM

 SMALL OUTDOOR HYDROPOOL

 E-CHARGING STATION (2)

 INDOOR PARKING

 COWORKING ROOM

 CONFERENCE CENTER  (500 MT ON FOOT)

The Grand Hotel Salsomaggiore has a centennial history, which has its roots in the early twentieth 
century, when it was born as an elegant Art Nouveau building. The changes that took place over the 
years and the renovation work, completed in 2017, have transformed the historic building into a 
5-star hotel, an oasis of beauty and relaxation.
In addition to the 167 spacious and bright rooms and suites, studied in detail, guests have at their 
disposal impressive halls for every type of event, a wellness center with a relaxing path, a restaurant 
where to taste the dishes of Emilian cuisine, an internal garage.
Our Spa include Wellness Path,heated hydromassage pool, 90 ° Finnish sauna, 60 ° bio-sauna, steam 
bath, Kneipp pool, salt room,bucket shower, ice waterfall,relax area with herbal teas corner, emotional 
showers, 9 treatment cabins and 9 cabins for thermal water balneotherapy in Salsomaggiore, rich in 
mineral salts and with innumerable therapeutic properties.
The meeting spaces consist of 4  conference rooms for 20 up to 150 people equipped with modern technology.
Within walking distance the Conference Center of Salsomaggiore provides 14 rooms from 60 to 750 
seats, available on request.
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WHERE WE ARE

Immersed in the Food Valley and surrounded by the stillness of the green hills of Parma, 
the Grand Hotel Salsomaggiore is a wellness paradise where you can relax and enjoy all the comforts.

Salsomaggiore Terme is located in the province of Parma, a few kilometers from some of the main 
places of interest in Emilia Romagna.
It is easily reachable by car, from the Fidenza-Salsomaggiore exit of the A1 motorway; by train, using 
the Fidenza-Salsomaggiore Terme line; by plane, from the airports of Parma, Bologna and Orio al 
Serio. It is 25 minutes drive from Parma, 70 minutes from Milan, 80 minutes from Bologna and 45 
minutes from Reggio Emilia High Speed train station.

The surroundings of Salsomaggiore offer endless possibilities for visits and excursions:  

 CASTLES OF DUCHY OF PARMA AND PIACENZA

 LABYRINTH MASONE IN FONTANELLATO

 ART CITIES: PARMA, BOLOGNA, PIACENZA, MODENA, CREMONA

 FOOD MUSEUMS TO DISCOVER THE ENOGASTRONOMIC EXCELLENCES
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Exclusive dishes, in an elegant setting, made with products at “Km 0” and revisited in a contemporary 
key by our Chef. The cuisine offers national and classic specialties of the renowned Emilian tradition. 
Amateur and wine connoisseurs will appreciate the well-stocked wine cellar.

Live music, delicious aperitifs, a rich selection of cocktails and long drinks are the perfect ingredients 
to enjoy a moment of leisure.

The original rustic-style cellar is an exclusive food and wine haven, for a tasting dinner, suitable for 
small events surrounded by historical labels and local delicacies. 

RESTAURANTS

I DUE LEONI

LOUNGE BAR

CANTINETTA DEL ‘700

150 covered
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SPA WITH THERMAL TREATMENTS

The town of Salsomaggiore is famous for its spa tourism, renowned for its salsobromoiodic waters, 
already known to ancient Romans and Celts, but whose healing properties were discovered only in 1839 
by the doctor Lorenzo Berzieri. They are cold hypertonic waters, among the richest in mineral salts in 
nature and have an analgesic and anti-inflammatory action, especially on the upper respiratory tract.

The heart of the hotel is the 1800 square meter spa where you can take care of yourself, immerse
yourself in the warm waters of the hydromassage pool, relax in the wellness program, let yourself be
pampered by holistic treatments and massages to rediscover the harmony of body and mind.
The two and half-hour wellness program includes a heated swimming pool, a 90 ° Finnish sauna, a 
60 ° bio-sauna, a steam bath, a Kneipp pool, a salt room, bucket shower, ice waterfall,  emotional 
showers  and relax area with herbal teas corner : the wellness path is a
pleasant emotion that give benefi ts to the whole organism.

Guests have access to a fully equipped gym for a complete workout. 
Grand Hotel Salsomaggiore also thinks of men, developing a “Business Anti-stress” program with 
treatments aimed at recovering the energy between well-being and relaxation; moreover, a Barber 
Shop service is available within the SPA center.
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ROOMS

In the center of Salsomaggiore the Grand Hotel offers refinement in the 167 rooms divided between 
Classic, Superior, Junior Suite, Suite and Royal Suite, spaces designed with great care and lovely 
enhancements are a guarantee of comfort and elegance, overlooking the city gardens and the Palazzo 
delle Terme Berzieri.

The rooms are equipped with a minibar, a flat-screen TV, a telephone, a hairdryer, a safe and a sophisticated 
technical system that allows the guest to regulate the internal temperature of the room.

18-22 m²

Mini-bar

Safe

Wi-Fi

1-2

Telephone

Desk

Classic Double Twin
It is the ideal solution for those who want to spend 
a relaxing holiday or for those who stop for a short 
business trip. It is an elegant room, with a double 
bed, which contains everything you need for a 
comfortable stay.

28-35 m²

Mini-bar

Safe

Wi-Fi

1-2

Telephone

Shower or Jacuzzi

Desk

Kit SPA

Superior
Designed for those who want to spend a relaxing 
holiday, is a spacious room, furnished in a classic 
style, which offers all the amenities: even a bathroom 
with shower and Jacuzzi, to enjoy a little ‘relaxation.
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ROOMS

28-46 m²

Mini-bar

Safe

Wi-Fi

1-2-3-4

Telephone

Shower or Jacuzzi

Desk

Kit SPA

Junior Suite
Elegant and refined atmosphere, the Junior Suite has 
the possibility of adding a sofa bed, becoming an ideal 
solution for families too. In the sleeping area there is a 
living room in which to watch TV comfortably.
The bathroom has a hydromassage shower or bath, 
while from the balcony you can admire beautiful views 
of Salsomaggiore.

33-49 m²

Mini-bar

Safe

Wi-Fi

2-3-4

Desk

Kit SPA

Suite
The Suite is the ideal choice for a pleasant getaway, 
but can also turn into an exclusive nest for the whole 
family. In the suite each element makes the living 
room unique and unforgettable: the elegant living 
room, the comfortable double bed, the bathroom, 
with its refined design.

Telephone

70 m²

Mini-bar

Safe

Wi-Fi

2-3-4-5

Desk

Kit SPA

Royal Suite
The Royal Suite is located on the fourth and last f loor 
of the Liberty House, where privacy is de rigueur and 
tranquility makes your stay absolutely intimate and 
private. Spacious, comfortable and bright, divided 
into 3 rooms is furnished with refined furniture. 
Those staying in the Royal Suite bring with them 
unforgettable memories.

Telephone
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MEETING ROOM

Professional hospitality in a suggestive location. The 4 brand new meeting rooms furnished in contemporary 
style, can accommodate up to 150 people, with a dynamic layout and customized solutions, equipped with 
state-of-the-art technological supports. The events are followed by qualified and dedicated personnel in 
every phase of the organization, guaranteeing an impeccable success.
Less than 500 meters from the hotel is situated the Conference Center of Salsomaggiore with 14 meeting 
rooms, from 60 to 750 seats, available on request.

MORESCO ROOM

DIMENSION: m2 245
DIMENSION: mt 19x13 
MAX HEIGHT: mt 3.50
with natural light

CAPACITY 150

SALA MORESCO

CH
G

A FERRO
DI CAVALLO

60

150A TEATRO

80A SCUOLA

DIMENSIONE

ALTEZZA

MQ 245 - 19x13 mt

max 3,50 mt

PERSONE

19,00 mt

13,00 mt

60PRESIDENZA

Wi-Fi

Microphones

Coffee break

Video projector

Audio/Video

Screen
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VENERE ROOM

DIMENSION: m2 105
DIMENSION: mt 15x6.90 
MAX HEIGHT: mt 2.70

CAPACITY 100

MEETING ROOM
SALA VENERE

CH
G

A FERRO
DI CAVALLO

36

100A TEATRO

54A SCUOLA

40PRESIDENZA

DIMENSIONE

ALTEZZA

MQ 105 - 15x6,9mt

max 2,70 mt

PERSONE

6,90 mt

15,00 mt

Wi-Fi

Microphones

Coffee break

Video projector

Audio/Video

Screen
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AURA ROOM

DIMENSION: m2 50
DIMENSION: mt 9.70x5.20 
MAX HEIGHT: mt 2.80

CAPACITY 50

MEETING ROOM SALA AURA

CH
G

A FERRO
DI CAVALLO

18

50A TEATRO

24A SCUOLA

DIMENSIONE

ALTEZZA

MQ 50 - 9,7x5,2mt

max 2,80 mt

PERSONE
9,70 mt

20PRESIDENZA

5,20 mt

Wi-Fi

Microphones

Coffee break

Video projector

Audio/Video

Screen
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BERZIERI ROOM

DIMENSION: m2 72
DIMENSION: mt 11.40x6.30 
MAX HEIGHT: mt 2.70

CAPACITY 50

MEETING ROOM SALA TAPPETO VOLANTE

CH
G

A FERRO
DI CAVALLO

18

50A TEATRO

20A SCUOLA

DIMENSIONE

ALTEZZA

MQ 72 - 6,3x11,4 mt

max 2,70 mt

PERSONE

6,30 mt

20PRESIDENZA

11,40 mt

Wi-Fi

Microphones

Coffee break

Video projector

Audio/Video

Screen
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The hotel is also the ideal place for team building activities, thanks to the wide range of original activities:

TEAM BUILDING

 TEST DRIVE WITH FERRARI

 DRIVING LESSONS WITH DE ADAMICH TEAM

 ORIENTEERING IN THE MAGNIFICENT STIRONE NATURAL PARK

 CHANGE MANAGEMENT BY FUDENJI TEMPLE

 TEAM BUILDING BY VINTAGE CARS

 TEAM BUILDING WITH TREASURE HUNT AT MASONE LABYRINTH

 THEATER GIUSEPPE VERDI IN BUSSETO FOR YOUR EVENTS



Via Dalla Rosa, 43039 Salsomaggiore Terme, PARMA (ITALY)
T. +39 0524 582311 - info@grandhotelsalsomaggiore.com

grandhotelsalsomaggiore.com
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